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DRUGS, HEALTH AND HUMAN RIGHTS

- Intensive course looking at drugs from a multidisciplinary, health and human rights-based approach.

- Classes based on the recently launched UNIGE Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) on “Drugs, Drug Use, Drug Policy and Health” which includes videos by over 40 speakers from scientific, academic and institutional backgrounds, spokespersons of civil society as well as people who use drugs.

- Explore the functioning of the international drug control system and how it relates to public health and human rights; discuss why certain drugs are controlled; how public health policies can address drug use, etc.

- Visit key places in Geneva (from WHO and the UN in Geneva to a “safe drug consumption site” in the city centre); and attend all of the Geneva Drug Policy Week events that will take place during the same week.

COURSE DIRECTORS

Jennifer Hasselgard-Rowe  
Researcher and Lecturer  
Institute of Global Health  
University of Geneva

Professor Barbara Broers  
Professor in Addiction Medicine  
Medical Faculty  
University of Geneva

For more information, please visit our website: unige.ch/genevasummerschools

Early Bird  
February 15, 2019: 800 CHF

Final Deadline  
April 30, 2019: 1'200 CHF